
Statistical Valuation of Diamondiferous Deposits 

By H. S. SICHEL.· D.sc. 

SYNOPSIS 

The valuation of dianlondiferous depo,its depends on (i) the density distribution, (ii) the size distribution of 
stones and (iii) tho selling price structure prevailing at a particular time. 

In the density distribution the stochastic variable is defined as the Dumber of individunl stones found ~ 
SJmple unit irrespective of the stone size. The density distribution is discrete and allows for barren sample umts. 
As diamonds often occur in clust«s, 11 Poisson mixture distribution is derived which is entirely new, as e)(i~tina 
discrete d ist.cibutions eannot represent the stone number frequ encies found in nature. 

For the si"WI of d iamonds, which are measured by weight, a new compound logari thmic DOrmal distribution 
is developed. 

Combination of (i), (H) and (iii) leads to a meaningful appraisal of diamondj(erous ground expressed in 
monetary value per production unit of mining. 

Finally, confidence limits are calculated which allow for inferenCe!! from sampling to recovcry. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the macine deposits o f South West Arr ica diamonds occur 
in clustcrs formed by natural traps such DS gullies, potholes 
and storm beaches. DiDlnonds, referred to in this paper also 
as st()ne.f, constitute discrete units of varying size (weights) 
measured ill carats per stone. To obtain a meaningful valuation 
of diamondiferous mining deposits one must take into account 
at lCflst three different aspects : 

(i) th, "0", deMity po< unit volume 0' pe, unit w"" ID th' 
horizontal plane, that is, the Dumber of stones irrespective 
of size, colour, shape and quality in a given mining unit, 

(ii) tne size by weight distribution of individual stones, and 

(iii) the revenue structure expressed either as monetary value 
per stone or money per carat. The laUer concepts are 
taken as functions of stone size and it is assumed that 
individual diamonds arc of aI'erage shape, colour and 
qualify. 

By suitable combina. tion of m. ® a nd aiD. it is 'possible 
to arrive at the monetary revenue from a unit mining volume 
or area, which is expressed as, for example, enods or dollars 
per rn' 01' per m2, If one knows how much it costs to mine 
and treat one cubic metre of ground, then it is easy to see 
whether a particular section of the mino is payable or 
unpayable depending on whether the expected revenue rate 
exceeds or does not ex~ tbis 'pay limit'. 

THE STONE DENSITY DISTRIBUTION 

A sample unit may be It section of a trench, a pit or a borehole 
expressed in terms of volume or cross-sectional area in the 
horizontal plane. The number of stones discovered in a sample 
of gravel may ber - 0, 1,2,3 ... For the sample units in vogue 
the majority of occurrences are zero whicb means that a large 
number of barren unils exist within a diamond iferous deposit. 
On lIle other hand, there is the edremeLy rare occurrence of 
several hundred stones being present in one sample unit where 
this ,unit is .situated over a natural diajl10nd trap su£h as a 
deep pothole. 

Altogether the typical shape of the discrete frequency 
distribution of the number of diamonds per sampJc section 
is that of the reversed J-shape type with a very loog upper tail. 
In exceptional cases the distdbution has a maximum at 
r ... 1,2 or 3 stones per section with a long upper tail similar 
to that in the general case. Conventional discrete distribution 
models such as the negative binomial do not fit the observed 
field data at all, due primarily to the large number of barren 
seetions and the unusual long tail of the observed frequency 
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distributions. As the stones have bccn deposited in clusters 
and as the within·cluster variations seem 10 be fairly consis· 
tent, one thinks immediately o f a mixture of Poisson 
distributions witb widely differing average stone densities per 
cluster. Such a compound Poisson pmbability law should l111ve 
a mixture distribution capable of much skewer fonl1S than 
the Pearson Type III which leads to the Negative Binomial 
distribution and which had proved totally inadequate in 
representing our fi eld observations. 

A compound Poisson distribution is defined as 

where 
~, , , , 

p (r I).) = ----;:r-

andf().) is the mixing distrilmtion. 

A- very ftcxible-rnixing distribution is 

... (1) 

. . . . . . . .(2) 

f(') _ .': (2VUJ)' I A y-1 "p( _(! -1)' _ 0'1)) 
2 ocB K (ocJt-B) B 4), , 

........• (3) 

where - aI < y < "' ,0< a < I aod oc > 0 are the three 
parameters. Function f().. ) is intermed iate to Pe3ISOn's Type 
III and Type V distributions and in the limit it can assume 
either form. Ky(. ) is the modified Bessel fuuction of the 
sc<:ond kind of order y. 

Substitution of eqUAtions (2) and (3) into Cl) gives the new 
fAmily of discrete frequency distributions 

~(,) ~ (.jH)T (.012)' K (.), 
K (tt.j"H) r! r+, 

T 

. . ... . (4) 

wher:e-I'-= Q-, 1-, 2 ... '00.,. 

If we write fJ = 11.0/2, we obtain an aJternative form of (4), 

. ..... (5) 
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This family of distributions was first published by Sichel 
(1971) and encompasses most o f the better known discrete 
distributions such as the Poisson. negative binomial. geometric, 
Fisher's logarithmic, Yule, Good, Waring and Riemann 
distributions. If in equatio ns (4) or (5) '( is made negative, 
an entirely new set of discrete distributions is generated. For 
the stone density. y .... - i is a good empirical choice and 
equations (4) and (!5) become, respectively, 

~ ,,---;; (oOm' 
<f.(r) = - exp(o: ...... J - 8) --, - K (oX) 

'" r . r-I/2 
(6) 

) 2 p' 
.... ~ exp(lI...j l 2/l11l.)! K (11.).. • 

1r r. r- l/2 
. . (7) 

The above distribution has two parameters which have to be 
estimated from the observed data, that is, I/., > 0 and 
0 < 0 < , or at > 0 and p > o. 

Parameter 0 characterizes the tail of the distribution. The 
nearer it is to unity, tile longer the tail. For 0 = 0 the 
distribution becomes a Poisson and hence it has a short tail. 
Parameter P characterizes the frequencies at the start of the 
distribution. If P < I we deal with a reverse J-shaped curve 
and if p > 1 we have a unimodal distribution. There are 
two ways to estima te parameters a. and p. In the first method 
we equate the o bserved proportional frequency $ (0) for the 
barren uni ts (r - 0) a nd the observed average number of 
stones per sample uni t f (including the barren units) to the 
zero proportion a nd the n'lean in Ihe population. This gives 
the estimates 

a - I- {n$cO)J[' - (n$cO) ] ... . .. (8) 
2[' + (,,$cO) J 

,nd 

p - ~ ( .,1" +&' -;) . ... .. (9) 

from which 
, _ ,p 
o a' . . . . . . . . .......... (10) 

This method is fairly efficient provided a large proportion of 
the observed frequencies is in the zero class. 

The maximum likelihood method yields 

IJ K (S!) 
! 1: r- l/l _ 1.. (JpS+ SiI -f+l) ,., O, .(11) 
"i - IK (&) & 

r_l /l 

which is an equation containing parameter estimate & only. 
Witb the help of tables of the function 

K r-3/l(a) 

Aj, la) - K (&) 
r_ l l l 

prepared by lhe amhor, it is relat ively simple to find & from 
cqualion (11). Equations (9) and (10) will then give estimates 

- - pond 't. The tl'leol'etfcat (expected) frequcnctes-are wotkooo tlt 
numerically from the recurrence formula 

P 2r 3 p' 
</>(r) = ;x (~) 1>(r - 1) + rCr 1)1>(r-2). . . (12) 

All one has to know for the start of computations in (12) is 

>md 

</(0) - "P [ - 0(1 - ~)J 

</(1) - N (O). 

.(13) 

.(14) 
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The conventional x' -test will indicate whether the observed 
freq uencies are in agreement with the theoretical stolle density 
distribution in equation (6) or (T). 

EST1MATION OF TH E AVERAGE STONE 
DENSITY PER SA MPLE UN IT 

T he population meaD, that is, the average number of stones. 
per sample unit, is given by 

D = E (r) _ _ P _ _ ---=0,-0 _ 

J I- O 2J I- O 
. . (l5) 

1be maximum likelihood estimate for this population mean 
is the simple arithmetic mean in the (statistical) sample of 
11 (pllysical) sample units. Thus 

I " b = - 1: rl _ P. 
n /= 1 

. . . (16) 

The e:<.act sampling distribution of the arithmetic mean f 
was shown to be ngaiu equation (7) with parameters 0:: and P 
being replaced by 1101. aud "p and the variable r beiug replaced 
by rln (Skhel, 1971 ). 

The Pearsonian shape coefficients of the sampling distribu
tion o f the mean are 

• I [2(2 - 0)+ O~' 
B I(r .. ) ... n D 2(1 (J) (2 (!)8 

,"d 

8 + 4 IJ + 4(I2 - lP 
2(1 (J) (2 8}'" 

..... (17) 

. . . . . (18) 

NumcricaJ evaJuation o f formulae (IT) and (I S) for values 
of 0 and D as lbey apply 10 marine deposits along the 
South West African coast iodicates that the distribution of 
the average stone density estimate !J is highly skewed for a 
(statistical) sample size of 100 units and does not sufficiently 
approach 'normality' even for 1000 sample units. From 
equations (17) and (I8) and the percentage points given by 
Johlfson, ern! (1 963), the author has arawn up a ra61e for 
95 per cent central confidence limits for the population stone 
density D making the assumption that (} ,., 2P/1/., is 0,97. The 
latter is a very tYl'icai constant for the marine deposits 
discussed here. 

THE STONE SIZE DISTRIBUTION 

According to one geoloaical theorydiamonds were transported 
from inland down the Otange River and then by sea currents 
up (north) and down (south) along the coast. The stones 
were deposited on Ihe beaches by marine action and the 
combination of marine CUl'Tents and waves and of geological 
diamond traps on land was responsible for the continuous 
sorting of the stone sizes by weighl. One would expect tben 
that the diamond traps would catch tbe larger stones 
prererentially and thal the average stone weights would 
decrease as distance (rom the river mouth increased. Intensive 
sampling has actually proved this hypothesis to be correct 
with 'Wme notable-ex«ptioo~·duc·1u 'reworkins;-wash~()uts 
and secondary deposits in other river boos'. 

POT relatively small mining areas, and particularly for a 
single-trench unit, the size distribUlions appear to follow the 
two-parameter lognormal law. This is best sccn from a 
straight line plot of the observed cumulative frequency 
distributions of s.izes on log-probabili ty paper. 

In areas near the Tiver mouth the diamonds have relatively 
large mean sizes coupled with high variability, whereas in 
mining blocks far removed from the Orange River the 
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diamonds bave low mean sizcsand low varia bility. Geologically 
speaking, d iamonds are well sorted according to ~ize in these 
areas. A fair number of small stones are found in all areas 
irrespective of whether tbe average size is small or large. 

An interesting feat ure is the deparhlre from log-normality 
of diamond size as the mining area, from which 3n observed 
stone weight distribution originates, is increased. la particular, 
the size distribution of diamonds obtained from recovery 
plants, which serve large mining areas, is distinctly hyper· 
lognom'lal in as much as the cumulative frequency d istributioo 
of the recovered product curves s trongly. either convex 
downwards o r even S-shaped, on a log-probability plot. 

Tn general, it is very important to estimate and forecast the 
upper tail o f the size spectrum as Accurately as possible. 
Because of the ra rity of large diamonds, the price s lructure is 
non· linear with respect 10 s ize and a small number percentage 
of the larger stones contribute the major proportion of total 
revenue. 

A general mathematienl model for the size distribution of 
diamonds found in larger mining areas or obta ioed in the 
recovery pla(lts, must take cognisance of the geological mode 
of deposition as discussed previously. From field observations 
we do know tbat in localized areas on the same beach horizon 
stone sizes are well represented by tbe two-parameter log
normal distribution, tha t is, 

- -'--- exp [ - (lnz - ~)1/2cr'], 

J21r crz 

.. (19) 

where z > 0 is tbe diamond weight in carats/SIODe and 
- "" < « + "" and Cl > 0 are the two parameters. 

It is important to note that the different beaches in the 
marine deposits are of widely varying geological ages and 
hence, for equat ion (19) to hold, one has to stay within one 
particular beach. 

If observations are obtained from different locali ties with in 
the same beach or from different overlapping beaches within 
the same locality one must expect parameten ~ and a~ to be 
different, resulting In a mixture oLlognormaLdistrihution.~ 

Which, in most cases, will no longer fo llow (he lognormai 
pattern of equation (19). From the remarks with respect to 
the sortin&: action of the sea and the trapping by the bed rock 
formation on land, it is not unreasonable to assume that, 
within a particular beach deposit, parametef$ ~ and a2 are 
both. functions of the distance d from lhe mouth of the 
Orange River. Furthermore, in view of sorting, ~ and a l should 
be related inversely to d and should be related directly to 
each other. As a first assumption we may formalize the latter 
proposition as 

~ """ a + ha2, .. . . . (20) 

wbere a and b are two constants. 

If we make the transformation x I II Z in ( 19) and 
substitute (20) for parameter ~ we obtain 

I 
4r{x la!) = - - exp [ - (x - (1 - ba!)2f2a~], .. (21) 

J27r a 

where _ <D < x < + "" and 0, b and a' are parameters. 

If we assume the mixing distribution of the logarithmic 
variance a~ to be distributed according to a Peanon Type III 
function 

. . . . . . . (22) 

where p > 0 and" > 0 are two parameters and all ~ 0, then 
the compound normal distribution of the natural logarithms 
o r individua l d iamond sizes may be o bta ined from 
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!l{x) - j 'f(x ]a2) t(~ dO'I • . . ...... . . (23) 
o 

Substitution of (21) and (22) into (23) and integration gives 

Q{x) _ )2(2, + b') _ ,_ ( , )~ 
'" f (T) 2p + h'J 

X exp[b (x - a)lk (.j~2-p+~b~~lx - al) . . (24) 
,,-1 /2 

where x =- In z ( - "" < x < + "') and p, T, (l and b are 
parameters. k"-l/.J..· ) is the auxiliary modified BesseJ fU(lction 
of the second kind of order T ~. 1/2. 

Introduce new parameters 

b' 
C = 2p +b2' s - J 2p +bl, and 'ol = T - If!, 

Consequently 

l - c = 2p and .jC s - b. 
2p + b' 

Equation (24) becomes 

s (1 _ c)~ + lil 
D(x) = exp[ .jCs(x - a)] k (slx - a l), .(25) 

" c " 2 v'" r C'ol + II2) 

where _ .. ", < x < + "'. 
This compound normal distribution has fOUr parameters, 

thal is, 

a, for location, where - '" < a < + "', 
s, for spread, where s > 0, 

c, for skewness, where 0 ~ c < I, 
and v, for kurlosis, where. v > - 1(2. 

H ..fC is positiVe, the distribution of x is positively skew aod 
if ..jC is negative the distribution is negat ively skew. For 

JC = 0 we have a symmetTicaJ distribution whidl i~ leplO

kurtic for parameter " being small. As v -> "', wc approach 
normality. Ifwewritc v = s(x - a) then equa tion (25) becomes 

v+I/2 -
11(x)-,(I -') oxp[ycv]T( lv l). 

" 
I 

where T ( Iv l) = k ( Iv l), 
~ ~ t: ~ 

2 V1r r ('1+ l/l) 

v = s{x-a)andJvJ - ls(x - a) ! ""' six - a]. 

.(26) 

.(27) 

As the T.,,( ]vj) func tion in equation (27) was tabulated for 
o rdinates by EJdertou (1929) and for the probability integral 
by Pearson, et al (1932), it is relatively simple to calculate 
ordinates and probabilities numerically for n(x) in equation 
(26). 

By making the transformation z = eXp (x) , where z is the 
weight of a diamond in carats/stone, we obtain from (25) 

y-].I(2 

p-(Z'f = s.~ - c). ! exp [Jc s(tn z-o)]-k 1st /it z - ajl 
y C z v 

2 V'" r (v+ lf2) . . .... (28) 

forz ;::=' O. 

Equation (28) may be called the compound 10gnormaJ 
d ist ribution with parameters a, s, c and v. It arises from a 
mixture of two-parameter log normal d is tributions with 
different logarithmic variances a' and a linear relationship 
between the means ~ and variance9 aZ of the logarithms of 
the observations. As such it has applications far beyond the 
frnmework of lIle present investigation. 



While the size distribution of the stones (in carats/stone) is 
very skew (equation (28», the natural logarithms of diamond 
weights, as given in equation (25), are only moderately and 
positively skew. Hence moment estimates for the parameters 
of the latter distribution should be fairly efficient. 

The first four central moments of the compound normal 
distTibution in equation (25) are as follows: 

, (2v+ l)jC 
[Ll (x) = a + $ (1 c)' .(29) 

ex) = (2v + 1) (1 + c) 
[Lz $2(1 c)2 • . . ... (30) 

2(2v + 1) (3 + c) .JC 
$3(1 C)3 

· .(31) fL3 (x) 

() 
~ 3(2 1)(2v+3) (1 + CZ

) + 2(2v+7)c 
fL4 x v + ~(1 C)4 • 

.(32) 

The Pearsonian shape coetncients are 

4c(3 + c)2 
. . .(33) 

(2v + 1){1 + C)3 

fLix) 6(cll + 6c + 1) 
Bz(x) "'" !L~2(X) = 3 -I- (2v + 1)(1 + c)2· · .(34) 

The compound nonllal distribution of equation (25) is 
applicable if, and only if, 

· .(35) 

ESTIMATION OF PARAMETERS OF THE 
COMPOUND LOGNORMAL DISTRIBUTION 

From the natural logarithms of the observed diamond weights 
iJix) and Bz(x) are calculated, from which 

q- li 3b, . , • , . •• .. . . . . (36) 
2 2 -3 1 -6 

Parameter c is estimated by iteration from 

, ,(3 + C)' 
q=c I-c. . . . ... (37) 

Next, one calculates 

~ 2C(3 + C)2 1 
'I ... - - •• (38) 

b1(l + C)3 2' 

,nd 

, ~ J(2~ + 1) (l -I- c) .(39) 
112(1 C)2 • 

where fl2 is the sample variance of the natural logarithms 
of the observed stone sizes. 

Finally, we have 

~ :::::-;--{2v't- lj :\f-t' 
a=p.l - s(1 c)' .......... . (40) 

where (ll' is the sample mean of the natural logarithms of 
the observed stone sizes. 

Ifwe wish to estimate the average stone size (in carats/stone) 
from the parameter estimates, we use 

[ ']'+'" 1 - c 
{ll'(Z) = exp (a). 

1 - (1/H ';c)' 
. ... (41) 

From estimation exercises for large mining areas in South 
West Africa, it would appear that v = 4 could be used as a 
parameter known a priori. In such a case equation (38) can 
be solved for c by putting v - 4. The shape coefficient Ba 
need not be determined at all. In the remaining calculations 
one proceeds as before. 

THE GRADE OF DEPOSITS 

Mining engineers express the 'grade' of a diamond deposit in 
terms of total carats per production unit such as carats per 
hundred load or carats/m2 or carats/mB• For the marine 
deposits of South West Africa the last two grade definitions 
are in vogue. Both serve a useful purpose. 

Grade expressed as carats/m! appears to be more funda
mental and natural as it is related to the mode of geological 
deposition which must have been more bi- than tri-dimensional 
when the action of the sea over a beach is considered. The 
third dimension, depths of gullies and potholes in the bedrock 
formations, is independent and coincidental. 

However, a mining plant treats a volume of gravel and is 
unaware of the area from which this gravel was gathered. 
Furthermore, the cost of mining to a depth of 3 m is higher 
than that of mining to a depth of I m, even if the planar 
grades are identical. 

Mathematically, the true unknown planar grade is defined as 

DOo 
gA""'A (carats/mZ) 

where D is the average density, that is, the average number of 
stones per sample unit, such as trench sections, pits or 
boreholes. Parameter 00 is the average diamond size in 
carats/stone and A is the cross-sectional area of a sample 
unit. In a particular prospecting campaign, A is usually 
constant. Correspondingly, the volumetric grade is dermed as 

DO o DOo 
gv~-~-

r Ad 
(carats/mS) 

where V is the aperage volume of sample units and d is the 
average depth of trenching, pitting or coring. 

It is obvious from these definitions that an identical mining 
grade may be obtained in totally different circumstances. 
For example, DOo, the number of carats in an average sample 
unit, may be made up by numerous small stones or by a single 
large stone. Yet the financial reward will be larger for the 
latter if shape, colour and quality are the same. 

Even if D and 00 are the same for two cases, the monetary 
reward will be higher if the spread of individual stone weights 
around the average size eo is larger. 

From the foregoing it should be clear that the mining 
'grades', as defined for diamondiferous ground, are not above 
criticism. 

MONETARY REVENUE PER MINING UNIT 

~For economic decision~making-and for forecasting purposes -
a better concept than the grades discussed in the previous 
section is the revenue per mining unit such as rands or dollars 
per mn or per mS. 

For a diamond of average shape, colour and quality, its 
price is dependent on its size. The price structure changes 
from time to time and is subject to market forces such as 
supply and demand. Generally speaking, the revenue for a 
stone increases non-linearly with stone weight although shape, 
colour and quality may change the size-revenue relationship 
drastically. 
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If, for average conditions, a diamoud of weight z carats per 
stone fetches w(z) rmtdper carat, then the price per stone is 

1J<=) ... iw(Z) . (rand/stone) ... .. (42) 

The average reveoue per carat-stone size relationship may be 
expressed as a polynomial, thAt is, 

m 
w(z) .. ~ aJ z1 (nrnd/carat) 

I~O 

hence 
m 

'1/..1.) ." 1; U1 :1+1 
j=O 

(rand/stone) 

.. (43) 

...... (44) 

where OJ are the constants which arc determined from the 
price structure and m is the hiShest order of the polynomial. 

If Zj is the weight of ihe i-th stone in a group of n diamonds, 
then tho average rand per stone in this group is 

. . (4') 

a nd the average rand per carat in this group of " stones 

.(46) 

Formulae (42) to (46) are independent of the size distribution 
of 1. and hence are applicable for any distribution shape, 
whether 10gr\ormal or not. 

If [(1.) is the stooo sil';e dis tribution with an average weight 
of 00 carats per stone, then, from equation (46), the average 
revenue per carat is given by 

1 • 
Rc "" - J z/(z)(JJ(z)dz , (rand/carat) 

0, ' 
.... (47) 

If we deal wllh small homogeneous mining areas the stone 
sizes are dist ributed according to the two-parameter lognOl'mal 
distribution as defined in equation (19). In thttt case the 
averago weight is 

0" "'" <:x.p (~ + to") (carats/stone). 

Now, if we substitute equations (19) and (43) into (47) we 
obtain, After integration, the average revenue per carat as 

m 'I 1'1 ~ 1I) )(1 +J)a 2 
.lI:~ = ,;.. af Vo Cl (rand/carat) . . .. (48) 

1- 0 
Formula (48) s.hows very clearly that in a group of stones 

of various sizes, the average revenue per carat is dependeut 
on the mean weight (Ja and the (logarithmic) variance 0'2 of 
the size distribution. The larger the variability, as measured 
by 0", the larger the monetary re turn per carat el'en if the 
average we(ght 0 0 remains constant. 

Finally. from the previous dennitions of grades, one obtains 
the average revenue per m! and per m9 as 

m ) 'I 11." D , .. 0 )+1 }(l+}a 2( dl ') 
''LA =".lI:cCA = - ~ aloe ran m A j - O 

(49) 

and 

R. =R _D . ~ OJ+I j(I +J)a~/2 
v c/:Y-M/_ OoJ a e (rand/mS) 

. . . . . (SO) 
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As A, Jand the aj's are given constants, the primary variables 
determining revenue are 00 , o! alld D. It is, therefore, of 
importance that prospecting campaigns will be undertaken 
in such a way that 

(i) the average stone size 80, 
(ii) the logarithmic variance of the stone sizes 0'2, and 

(iii) the stone density per sample unit D 
may be estimated separately. 

SAMPLE EST IMAT ES AND 
CONFIDENCE INTERV ALS 

A verage stolle size 

The unknown true average weight of diamonds 00 (in catats/ 
stone) in a limited and homogeneous mining area may be 
estimated by the arithmetic mean, 

1 " £ .... -1:1.1, 
ni= 1 

or by the maximum likelihood estimator t for a \Wo-parameter 
Jognormal population (Sichel, 1966). As the number of stones 
in a sample usually CJtceeds n = 20 and as thc underlying 
logarithmic variance is rarely larger than unity, one lUay 
replace t by the Simpler t'-estimator, that is, 

t' = exp(.c, + i- Ve), 

where 

x. 

.nd 

1 n 
- 1; Xl, 
n i = l 

n n-l 
.:E (Xl -..\')9 = _ _ &,' 
/= 1 n 

Xl "'" In Zj. 

.(1I) 

If 90 per cent central confidence limits are required, one 
may use Sicbel's laDies (l966):-Ir onc would Jike1ioy o ther 
confidence level, one may nse 

UL,_.) , [V, ( V,) Jv,( v.) ] 
LLp = 1 exp 2(n- l ) 1 + T ±kp n- I 1 + T 

. .... , .(52) 

where kp is the :standardized normal deviate cutting off a 
proportion p in the tailor the distribution. 

Average grade 

For the density distribution given as equations (6) or (1) the 
mean stone density per sampJe unit was estimated by 

Here r, is the nwnber of stones found in the i-th sample unit 
and, ALis- t.b.e ·total numbCI_of sample_.unit!!. whlch .are 
invcstigated. We may write 

N 
S ... :E rj 

;=1 
andfJ _ S 

N 
.. .. . (53) 

For the marine deposits in SOUlh West Africa onc may 
assume that 0 -= 2P/u. ::::: 0,97, as found empirically {ram 
observations. Tables for 95. per cent central confidence limits 
for the density per sample unit D were constructed and a 
small section is reproduced in Table f . 



TABLE 1 

SMALL Sf.cnON FROM TABLE or 95 PER GEm' CKNTRAI. CONFIDENCti 
WUTS I'(I ~ STONE DENSIlY, D, IF (J = 2PJ« >= 0 ,97. 

S F" FL 

31J) 1,483 0,585 
330 1,475 0 ,S91 
340 1,461 0,597 ]S. 

1,460 0,602 
3'" 1,453 O,60B 
37. 1,446 0,613 

Que enters Table I with the total number of diamonds S 
which were recovered in the N sample units, to read off 
multiplying factors Fu and FI,. The lower and upper 95 per 
cent confidence li rnits for the planar grade estimate are 

, FL8bo ' FuStJc 
gA,L = --.IN'" and gA,U """ ---;:ry:r . ... (54) 

and for the volumetric grade estimate we have 

Fr.S Oc FuStJo 
KV,L ,...., --a- a nd gy,U = --a- ' .(55) 

AN AN 

Jt may be no ticed that fOrmulae (54) and (55) do not take inlO 
account the varia bility inlroduced by the average size 
b .,-{'Stimate. The variability or lhe average densilY D -estimate 
is l;use in comparison with lbal or go and hence not much 
harm is done by considerillg eo as a parameter in the above 
equations.. 

The variance of the grade estimator, CA ~ Mo/A, may be 
approximated closely by 

B,' [D(2 --0) ("') "' ] var(g,v = A-N 2(1 0) + D(1~ 1 + 2' - 2(1 - - #,,0» 

..... . (56) 

Here, 0(; is the average stone SIze, A is the cross.sectional 
area of sample unit, N is the number of sample units, 0 is the 
parameter in the stone density distribution, D is the average 
stone density ... P/ ,/1 8, 0'2 is the parameter ill the 
lognormal stone size distribution, and +(0) is the proportion 
of barren sample units in the stone density distribution. 

TIle second and third terms in the square bracket of 
equation (56) are small in comparison with the first. This is 
why the variability in e3timator tJQ, can be neglected, as 
slated previously when determining confidence limits for the 
grade. 

Applicotio"s 

Table 11 shoW! the observed $1000 density distribution as 
found in Ihe prospecting trenches in Rlock X Oil Ihe D-beach. 
Altogether N ""' lIS Irench units gave rise to S = 345 s tones. 
The theoretical density distribmion of equation (6) was fi tted 
to tbc_ da.l! us.iM lhe mlj:omum likelihQ@ melh~ fur 
estimating the parameters which are shown at the bottom of 
the table. The Ot is satisfactory as judged by the X2.tesl. 

The corresponding stone size distribution of equation (19) 
was fitted to tile observed diamond weights for the same 
Block X on the D·beacll. The obsetvations are given in 
Table IT!. It will be noticed that the number of individual 
stones in Table III is n .. 74 and not S - 345. In the past, 
only a fraction of the stones discovered in the trenches were 
weighed individually whereas the remainder were weighed in 
groups and their numbers cou/lted. As this procedure results 
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in a Loss of a Large quantity of infonnation, Ihe present practice 
is to weigh eacn diamond individuaUy. Parameler estimates 
are shown at the bottom of Table III and the ;(.I·lesl indicales 
good agreement between observations aod the two·parameter 
logoormal model. 

TABLE JI 

STOl-lE IlIlNSITV OISTRTQUTION OF BLOCK X (0 BMCU) 

No. of 
sloncs , 

• 1 
2 
3 , , 
6 
7 , 
9 

10 
11 
13 
19 
21 

Total 

& "" 1,5928 1 
f1 ~ 0,744 7J 

Observe<! 
00. of 

seclion$ 
I. 

41 
19 l' 8 
6 , 

11 6 
1 
3 6 
2 , 
3 
1 11 
1 
1 

118 

Ex]l(X:ted 
no. of 

sections 
lE 

la - lE (l o-fe)IIIE 

36,0 + 5,0 0,694 
26,8 - 7,8 2,270 
16,2 - 0,2 0,002 
10,1 -2,1 0,437 
6,6 - 0,6 0,054 

'T· +3,0 1,125 3,4 ' 
2,' 
2,0 6.0 .,. .,000 
I,' 

8,3 + 2,7 0,878 

11 8.0 .,. ',460 

P<.:t..'l. ~ 5,460 1 5 DF) >- 0,36246 
fJ = 093512 , 
r = 2,923 73 

TABLE 1I1 

STO"'V. SlZtf O.LnR11JtmON OFlILOCK""X (D DlfAC1I) ---l 
Class Observed 

interval no. of stones 
(carats/stone) I. 

0,0- 0,1 O,O} 
0.1- 0,2 2,0 9,0 
0,2- 0,3 7,. 
0,3- 0,4 ',. 0,4- 0,5 ',. 
O.~ 0,6 ',' 0,6- 0,7 6,' 
0.7- 0,8 6,. 
0,8- 0,9 6,. 
0,9- 1,0 7,. 
1,0- t,l s,.}., t,l- 1,2 1,5 ' 
1,2- 1,3 I,. 
1,3- 1,4 1,5 4,0 
1,4- 1,5 1,' 
1,5- 2,0 

~~} 2,0- 3,0. 
3,0- 5,0 I,. 
5,0.- 10,0 ',' 10,0-

-
Tolal 74.0 

x~ = - 0,33661 
Ci ~ = 0,679 84 

Expected 
no.ohtones 

lE 
In-lE (fo-fE)ilfE 

-
0,1 } 
2,1 1,4 +1,6 0,346 
',2 
7,1 +0,9 0.1l4 
7,6 -2.6 0,889 
7,3 -1,8 0,444 
6,6 -01 . ,002 

',' + 0,2 0.007 
4,' + 1,1 0,247 
4,2 + 2,8 1,867 

3"r~ .,. . ,000 3,. 
2,' 
2,1 6,4 -2,4 .,900 
1,8 
5,4 -0,4 0,030 

3,S} 1,1 
0.2 4,8 +0,7 0,102 .,. 

--
14,0 ••• 4,948 

P(XZ ~ 4,948 19 DF) = 0,83815 

t' = 0,897 carats/stone 

I 
I 



T o find the 95 per cent central confideOC(l limits for the 
average stone size 8 0 of Block X we use equation (52). 

We have t' ~ 0,897, f/ = 74, V~ =. 73 x (0,679 8)~ and 
74 

kDton - 1,96 (from s tandard normal tables). Hence LL. -
0,158 and U.L. .... 1,068 carats/stone. The probabili ty is 
19 in 20 that the unknown true average diamotld weight 00 in 
Block X, on the D-beach, will lie somewhere between 0,758 
and 1,068 carats/stone. 1bc best point estimate for 00 is 0,897 
carats/stone. The planar grade estimate for Block X and 
associated 95 per cent central confidence limits are obtained 
fromgA = bbo/A and from equation (54), respectively. The 
factors Fu and FL in (54) are taken from Table I. 

For f> = i = 2,923 73 stones per trench section, b 0 = " ~ 
0,897 carats/stone, and A = 5 m~, gA = 0,524 carats/m2 is 
obtained. Entering Table I with S ~ 345 stones, interpolation 
yields Fu ~ 1,4635 and FL ..... 0,5995. Thus, the limits are: 

L.L, _ (0,5995) (0,524) ... 0,314 carats/m' 

V.L. - (1,4635) (0,524) _ 0,767 carats/m'. 

Hence tbe probability is 19 in 20 that the unknown true grade 
gA in Block X, on the D-beach, will lie somewhere between 
0,314 and 0,767 carats/m'. The best point estimate is 
0,524 carats/m2• 

From Table 1I it will be seen that parameter estimate 
~ "" 0,935 is lower than the 0 = 0,97 which was assumed 
Q priori in the calculation of the factors in Table I. The 
discrepancy may be doe to sampling. I£ it is not and if the 
unknown true density parameter 0 in Block X is actually 
lower than 0,97, then lho use of Table I will crr on the 
conservative side. 

It was stated previously that fOlIDula (56) brought in the 
variations introduced by estimating the average stone size 60 , 

whereas formulae (54) and (55) neglected these variatiollll as 
unimportant. To prove this statement numerically, we 
ca1culated upper and lower confidence limits fmm (56). 
If 00--0,897, A----5, N- --1l8, 6- 0,97, J).-=- 2,9237, 
&3 _ 0,4622 and $(O) .... 0,3051, then equation (56) yields 
var(gtt) = 0,014123 and S.E.(jA) - O,ll S 84. Hence, 
L.L, - gA - 1,96 S.E.(kA) "" 0,291 carats/mll

, U.L. "'" 
gA + 1,96 S.E.(gA) "" 0,757 carats/m2• These confidence 
limits compare well with those derived previously. The last 
confidence interval is slightly wider" as it briD &S in the 
var iation~ of (J o. 

The cumulative perceDtase frequency distribution of stone 
sizes as given in Table ill for Block X (D-beach), is plotted 
on logarithmic probability papcr in Oosterveld (1972). The 
almost perfect straight line plot corroborates the remarks 
made previously lhat diamond sizes in lhe marine deposit of 
South West Africa are wen represented by a two-parameter 
lognormal distribulion provided the stones o riginate from a 
sm311 compact mining block, on one and the same beach 
horizon. 

A further interesting example is shown as curve (A) in Fig. 1 
-a-nd1n T-a-blel¥ :-T-he-2G4 sizes-listed-1He-alI.of stones-originating. 
from n Single 5_m2 trellch section. The plot (A) is linear on 
log-probability paper and the x.,t-tcst in Table IV is satisfactory, 
indicating Ulat the two·parameter lognormal distribution 
ho lds right dowo to a smaU, and very exceptional, diamond 
concentration. 

In contradistinction, graph (B ) in Fig. 1 repre.>!ents the 
cumulative frequency distribution of 1 022 stone sizes given 
in Table V. The data represent sizes of diamonds found in 
prospecting trench e.>! covering a fairly largo mining area. 
The grapb in Fig. 1 is convex and curves slrollgly towards 
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larger stone sizes indicating a compound log-normal distribu
tion. In consequence thereof, equation (28) was fitted to the 
data. Parameter estimates are given at Ule bottom of Table V 
and the x.,ll-test indicates a very good agreement between 
obgervations and theory. 

TABLE IV 
STONE SIZE DtSTIll8UTlON IN SINGLE TIl.lNCfl SECTION 

Cass Observed 
ill1erval no.ofstones 

(carats/stone) f. 

0,00----0,10 11.5 
0,10---0,20 34,5 
0,20-0,30 44,0 
0,30--0,40 35.5 
0,40--0,50 27,0 
0,50- 0,60 13,0 
0,60--0,70 9,S 
0,70--0,80 S,S 
0,80--0.90 

::1}",5 0,90- 1,00 
1,00- 1,10 3,0 
1,1D-I,20 3,5 10,0 
1,20--1,30 3,' 
1,30- 3,0 

Total 204,0 

i~ = 

it. = 

-·I, ll313 
0,70701 

Expected 
no. of stones 

fH 
lo - IE ifO-/Z)2//Z 

9,3 + 2.2 0,520 
39,9 - 5,4 0,731 
4~3 + 1,7 0,068 
32,8 + 2,7 0,222 
23,3 +3,7 0,588 
16,1 -· 3,1 0,597 
11,2 - 1,7 0,258 
7,8 - 2,3 0,678 

;:If''' +1,1 0,129 

t~ · 6,6 +3.4 1,752 
1,-
',3 - 2,3 0,998 

- -
204,0 0,0 6,541 

P(l! ~ 6,541 18 DF) = 0,5869 

i = 0,421 81 C3rats/stone. 

TABLE V 
STONE SIZE DJSTR IBUTION OF LARO!!. MlNtNO AREA 

a"" 0 ,,","" 
interval no.orslones 

(carat5/stone) f. 
0,00- 0,15 9,0 
0,15- 0,25 39,0 
0,2S- 0,75 3'8,0 
0,75- 1,25 257,5 
1,25- 1,75 1.37,0 
1,75- 2,25 69,5 
2,25- 2,75 4<1,5 
2,75- 3,25 28,0 
3,25- 3,75 :>I,' 
3,75- 4,25 I ~' 4,2S- 4,75 7,5 
4,75- 5,2' 7,0 
5,25- 5,75 2,' 
',75- 6,25 4,S 
6,25- 6,75 2,0 4,0 6,7' - 7,25 2,0 
7,25- 7,75 3,0 

',0 7,75- 8,25 ~O 
8,25- 8,15 1,0 
8,75- 9,25 I,' 3,0 9,25- 9,75 0,5 
9,75-10,25 0,. 

7,0 
14,15.-21,1 _ 10.25-14~~t 
21,75- 32,25 
32,25---48,25 

3"} k~ 6.0 
48,25- 71,25 0,0 

Tolal 1022,0 

ti = - 0,661 00 
§ => 3,85449 
C _ 0,06345 

0- 4 

"""''''' 00. or slones 
fB 

/1) - /£ (fo-/Z)2/1l! 

!!,89 + tf,Tr a,O(H 
33,11 + 5,89 1,048 

371,39 - 13,39 0,483 
255,50 + 2,00 0,01 6 
127,24 +9,76 0,749 
70,01 - 0,51 0,004 
43,44 -~ .. 0,199 
26,57 +1,43 o,on 
19,42 + 1,03 0,060 
12,67 +3,83 1,158 
10,73 - 3,21 0,972 
7,36 - 0,36 0,01 8 
5,52 -· 3,02 1,6'2 
4,19 +0,31 0,023 
3,58 6,24 -2,24 0,804 2,66 
2,66 4,70 + 0,30 0,019 
~04 
1,64 
1,33 5,22 - 2,22 0,944 
1,23 
1,02 
~,31 + 1,69 0,538 

~} 6:~i 4,49 + 1,51 0,508 
0,41 

1022,00 0,00 9,273 

P{x~ ~ 9,273 114 DF) = 0,813 1 

i = 1,529 

r 
I 
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The estimation of p<lrameters for the size distributions of 
diamonds is of particular practical help if one wishes to 
forecast revcJ'lue and sizes of stOIlCS 10 be CApecled in future 
mining operations. In a small sample, and virtually aU samples 
of diamondiferous ground arc small due to the minute weight 
ratio of valuable material to gaogue, the probability of 
including the larger stones in a sample is low. Hence, any 
statistical es timate with respect to stones of a larger size than 
the largest foun d in a finite sample, is of some importance. 

Again, the revenue estimate per mioing unit has a much 
smaller standard error if it is based on the parameter estimates 
than jf it is deduced directly from the actual stone sizes found 
in the sample. 
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